




WELCOME TO THE HOLME BEAUTY
BACK TO BASICS MASTERCLASS

 
 

For the past 7 years my Masterclass is and always be about one
thing - you!

Here we will connect, laugh & learn, and I honestly hope that you will
enjoy this experience as much as I love giving it.

We know that everyone learns differently... you may like to listen, you
may prefer to be more hands on or you might like to watch, so we
have all these bases covered throughout the class!

This book or 'The Bible' as labelled by past students, ha! Is designed
to aid your learning, so please even if you're not much of a writer still
try to jot down as much as you can throughout the class to refer
back to later.

We are so excited that you have joined us today & the Holme
Beauty community are always ready to be inspired and inspire.
You're a powerful human and it's a privilege for the world to witness
your love & light.

Now, let's see if we can get you to really know how amazing you are! 

You ready? Let's go!

Hilary  x 





PRODUCTS USED
 

Skin
Primer
Foundation
Concealer
Blush
Contour
Highlighter
Eye Primer
Eye Shadow (Crease)
Eye Shadow (Lid)
Eye Shadow (Lower)
Eye Shadow (Other)
Eye Liner
Mascara 
Brows
Lip Liner
Lip Colour
Finisher
Misc Products

** All steps above are performed only if you want them to be! It is
easy to drop a step if you want.

 



TIPS FROM HILARY
 
 

- Blend Blend Blend! The key to a beautiful makeup is blending.

- Less is more, you can build it up but it's annoying to remove!

- It's not a tattoo..
don't be scared by makeup, if you stuff it up, simply start again or
adjust it!

- If it makes you feel good, then wear it and if it doesn't empower
you to feel good, then don't use it!

- Before starting your makeup for the day, get an idea of what
you're wearing and how you want to feel then create a look to
support that.
For example: I'm wearing a navy dress and I want to feel powerful!
Then compliment the navy by wearing a beautiful red lip. Not only
are blue and red complimentary colours, red oozes sexiness and
strength.

- If using a sponge to apply your foundation and concealer,
thoroughly wet it and wring it out before using.

- Hygiene is so important for many reasons.
Wash your brushes at least once a month.
Use brush cleaner or warm water with handwash, sard or shampoo
& condition if they are brittle. Wring them out, smooth them and let
them dry over the edge of a bench.



CARING FOR YOUR SKIN
 
 

We believe there is no greater tool to create beautiful makeup than
with healthy, hydrated skin. Makeup can only do so much, but if
texturally your skin isn't looked after then it will ultimately affect the
look.

Pimples are most often than not unavoidable but luckily are easily
covered, however it's in the areas that are easily avoided that cause
the most issues when applying makeup. Water consumption is by
far one of the cheapest and most effective tools for hydrated skin.

A great skin routine, regular treatments with a skin specialist and
sun protection is the trifecta of systems! Having a good relationship
with a skin specialist is imperative. Ageing is normal and something
we embrace but something we wholeheartedly support is giving
yourself every opportunity to be luminous.

After all, this class is all about bringing it back to the basics and
good skin is always such a basic element of good self confidence!



Spray skin with mist & massage in with hands
Moisturise
Sunscreen
Powder eyelids
Prime eyelids
Matte eyeshadow through crease & on lid
Main eyeshadow colour down on lid
Add eyeliner & smudge
Add Darker colour on outer lid only
Blend into crease with brush
Apply main colour on lower lash line
Add depth with darker shadow on outer lower lash line
Add shimmer to tear duct and brow bone
Mascara
Face primer
Foundation
Concealer
Powder
Bronzer
Blush
Highlighter
Spray
Brows
Lips

STEPS TO A FULL
MAKEUP APPLICATION

 
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

 
 

** All steps above are performed only if you want them to be! It is
easy to drop a step if you want.

 



NOTES



NOTES



WE HOPE THIS IT'S NOT THE END OF YOUR EXPERIENCE
WITH HOLME BEAUTY 

Please know we are here to #backyourbeauty even on those days
when you don't have the confidence to do so.

Thank you for backing your beauty today and every day with your
help, we can change not just the messages that you receive on how
your feel about yourself but also the way other people feel about
themselves too.



WWW.HOLMEBEAUTY.COM


